Agenda – CMPP Members’ Meeting
27th June 2017
Abode Hotel, 129 Bath Street, Glasgow, 10.30-15.30
Item
1.
2.
3.

Welcome and apologies
Review of action points from last meeting
Plan development:
a) Issues and Policy Options
- Discussing the briefing paper on proposed approach for
taking forward work streams.
b) Assessment
- Progress update on design and publication.

Time
10.30-10.35
10.35-10.45

Lead
IG
IG

10.45-11.45

FM

11:45-11:55

FM/SB

c) Public engagement and communications
- Reporting back on MSP challenge engagement events.
- Progress update on Public Dialogue work.

11.55-12.30

4.

d) Clyde 2020 sub-group update
Lunch
Members’ updates

12.30-13.00
SB
13.00-13.30
13.30-14.00
All

5.

Sea-level Rise project update

14.00-14.10

FM

6.

CMPP’s role in regard to Marine License applications, preapplications
- Discussing Marine Licensing in the Clyde briefing paper and
recommendation.
AOB
- Well-being evidence for the Clyde Regional Marine Plan
DONM
- 10th October 2017 - Loch Lomond and the Trossachs
National Park Office, Balloch
- 30th January 2018 - Atlantic Quay, Glasgow
- 28th March 2018 - Atlantic Quay, Glasgow
Close

14.10-14.50

SB

14.50-15.15

All

15.15-15.30

IG

7.
8.

9.

SB
FM

15.30
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Minutes of the CMPP Members’ Meeting
27th June 2017
Abode Hotel, 129 Bath Street, Glasgow, 10.30-15.25
Present: Voting Members
Alastair McNeill (AMcN), WCRIFG
Aileen Monk (AM), BMF
Andrew Binnie (AB), COAST
Arthur Keller (AK), SNH
Calum Duncan (CD), Scottish Env. LINK
Elaine Whyte (EW), CFA
Graham Russell (GR), RYAS
Jan Brooke (JB), Peel Ports Clydeport
John Esslemont (JE), South Ayrshire Council
Klare Chamberlain (KC), CalMac
Mark Steward (MS) Argyll and Bute Council (for items
4 onwards)
Michelle McGuckin (MM), Clydeplan
Rhona Fairgrieve (RF), Scottish Coastal Forum
Willie Kennedy (WK), SSACN
Zoe Clelland, (ZC), RSPB

Fiona Mills (FM), CMPP
Karen Yeomans (KY), Board Member
Morag Campbell (MC), Marine Scotland
Paul Chandler (PC), COAST
Peter Henderson (PH), Board Member
Sarah Brown (SB), CMPP
Sinead Sheridan (SS), CMPP
Wendy Geary (WG), CMPP
Apologies
Paul Bancks, Crown Estate
Derek Manson, LLTNP
Simon Limb, British Marine Scotland
Rebecca Dean, Scottish Salmon Company
David Adams-McGilp, VisitScotland
Cllr David Kinniburgh, Board Member
Howard Wood, Board Member

Present: Others
Brian Forrest (BF), Board Member

1. Welcome and apologies
IG welcomed everyone to the meeting and noted apologies. She also announced that after recent council
elections, two new permanent board members have been appointed: Cllr Peter Henderson from South
Ayrshire council, who was welcomed to the meeting, and Cllr David Kinniburgh from Argyll and Bute
Council who sent his apologies. IG noted that this would be Andrew Binnie’s last meeting of the CMPP, as
he is stepping down from his position at COAST. She thanked him for his contributions to the CMPP and
Clyde 2020 and welcomed the new COAST representative to the CMPP, Paul Chandler.
2. Review of action points from the last meeting
A summary of the status of action points from the last meeting is listed below:
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Reference
06/07/06/2016

01/22/03/2017
02/22/03/2017
03/22/03/2017
04/22/03/2017
05/22/03/2017

06/22/03/2017
07/22/03/2017

08/22/03/2017

9/22/03/2017

Summary
Coordinate with Local Authority planners to get
more information on their engagement and
consultation experiences and share contacts lists.
SB to make changes to the work plan according to
suggestions made here and recirculate.
EW to send details of contacts in Norway for
sharing experiences and lessons learned.
Circulate MASTS report on Assessment to
Members.
Circulate final designed Assessment before
publication.
Revise Issues and Policy Options spreadsheet
based on points of discussion and send out for
comments.
Arrange meeting to discuss the role of the
regional marine plan.
Amend SPP before beginning process for
Ministerial approval.

Update website text on Membership to reflect
practicality and capacity issue and make clear
about channels for involvement.
Prepare and send letter to applicants informing
them of CMPP Members’ decisions.

Lead and status
FM, SB, SS & IG. Ongoing.

SB. Document updated with regular
members meetings.
EW. Completed.
FM. Completed.
FM. Ongoing.
FM. Completed.

Team. Completed.
SB. The SPP has been amended on the
basis of discussion from the last
meeting and with input from Marine
Scotland and will be submitted to
Ministers in the coming weeks.
SS. Completed.

FM & IG. Completed.

3. Plan Development update:
a) Issues and policy options
FM gave an overview of the process and format the team are proposing for taking forward sectoral
work streams, workshops and subgroups to develop draft policy. She highlighted that all input and
comments on this were welcome and noted that it is not the intention for the Regional Marine Plan
to be sectoral, however starting with these work streams initially is a good way to identify issues and
ambitions. She emphasised that additional events will also be carried out under the public
engagement, public dialogue, schools and Clyde 2020 work areas.
Policy will be developed across all areas noted in the Assessment, not just the areas where the need
for a specific work stream, workshop or subgroup has been identified. This will be drafted with
expert input (through involvement from other agencies such as SEPA, Historic Environment Scotland
and the Ministry of Defence) before being put to CMPP Members. The criteria for setting up
workshops were where a red/orange and declining status given in the Assessment. Clyde 2020 will
continue to follow its work plan and it will be focal to the fisheries work stream.
The working groups and workshops will involve CMPP Members and wider stakeholders relevant to
each area. Across all areas there will be cross cutting themes such as climate change, ecosystem
services and Brexit considerations. The CMPP will provide secretariat for these groups for the
duration of plan development.
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The socio-economic work stream has been further discussed with Local Authorities. It is proposed
that a desk top study will be carried out on relevant economic reports and studies for each planning
authority to identify coastal issues and determine any gaps which will inform the socio-economic
elements of the plan.
With the aim of producing a pre-consultation draft plan, at the end of work stream and workshop
discussions, all these areas will come together to look at interactions, compatibility and cumulative
impacts. In addition, the team will be involved in all meetings, so any overlap will be clear and will
highlight areas where there may be issues/conflict or overlap.
Discussion:
 It was noted that there is a requirement in the National Marine Plan to set social, economic,
environmental and climate change objectives. The work streams need to be run with these in
mind.
 Terms of reference or a clear statement on what the roles and responsibilities of the work
streams and working groups are is needed. This will make clear how each work stream will help
reach the objectives identified in the NMP.
 There should also be more clarity on what the outputs are. A good way of framing this could be
to pose questions to the groups to help feed into the next phase. Some of the content of the
briefing paper could be used to develop these.
 A mechanism for dealing with interactions should be established.
 Some parts of the briefing paper should more clearly reflect the NMP, especially aspects
referring to protection and enhancement of the environment and the need to support an
ecosystem based approach to management.
 Sectoral groups should consider developing objectives for cross-cutting areas as well as
objectives for recovering or enhancing the ecosystem.
 A general point was raised on the importance of nomenclature and establishing an agreed
terminology around terms such as ecosystem services. It was suggested that the SNH guide on
this is used. www.snh.gov.uk/about-scotlands-nature/scotlands-biodiversity/an-ecosystemsapproach/ and www.snh.gov.uk/docs/C334569.pdf
 A question was raised as to how the groups would communicate to identify and work together
on shared issues. It was noted that the team will be working across all areas, so these will be
picked up throughout the process.
 It was noted that if socio-economic aspects were only looked at within the working groups, there
might only be partial consideration for some areas. A desk-top study would help as a starting
point to help each group gain further understanding and help set the agenda for each group.
This proposal would also help tease out any policy overlaps or potential areas of conflict.
 It is important to translate NMP objectives to the Clyde level to keep discussion focussed. One
way of doing this is to start with knowledge gaps established in the assessment.
Action (1) – Team to move forward with developing work plan for policy development groups
Action (2) – KY to progress socio-economic study and report back to next meeting
b) Assessment
FM highlighted the changes that have been made to the document since members last saw the
Assessment.
The design of the Assessment is progressing and the team aim to have it completed by the end of
the summer. Assessment will be shared with the group before publication. There will be a limited
print run of the document and the Assessment and topic sheets will be shared at events on memory
sticks and through the website. SB asked if anyone has an in house proof reader to check over the
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document. MM noted that Clydeplan could help with this. SB thanked COAST for the use of some
images used in the Assessment.
Action (3) – Clydeplan to assist with proof reading the Assessment
Discussion:
 Ensure the design is understandable for people with red/green colour blindness. SB noted that
any coloured assessment boxes also use arrows and have descriptive text, so this should assist.
 It was asked if it is possible to link maps directly to NMPi. SB noted unfortunately this is not
possible, due to several technical reasons.
 RF requested early access to assist with the development of the digital MSP challenge game to
avoid duplication or conflicting versions of maps.
 ZC noted that the RSPB may be able to assist with any future requirement for images. They have
a number of images that can be shared for partnership work.
c) Public engagement and communications
SB gave an update on the MSP Challenge events in May. There was good feedback from the events
and there was a general feeling that the sessions helped people develop a better insight into marine
planning. Overall the MSP Challenge game is very useful. There are a few challenges around using it
which include: raising awareness and promoting the events, physically taxing to move around and
set-up the boards (a smaller set of boards are being developed to assist with this) and it is intensive
on staff time.
FM asked if Members would like to take part in an MSP session before or after the next meeting. RF
noted that the practical output for taking part in the game would include developing a better
perspective of roles individuals are not familiar with; the game facilitates a greater appreciation of
the different issues faced by others stakeholders. SB gave an update on the MSP challenge sessions
planned for July and a full report on these will be given at the next members meeting. Peelports said
a number of their new staff would like to join those events and SB encouraged them to book via
eventbrite.
Action (4) - SS to organise a date for running a longer MSP challenge for Members
FM gave an update on the public dialogue contracting process and what this work area would
involve. She asked Members if anyone wanted to be involved on the steering group for this work to
let the team know.
Discussion:
 EW mentioned that the CFA are seeking funding for a project called ‘Sea my community’ and
have just advertised for posts to support another project, funded by HLF, called Casting the Net
which will perhaps be able to tie in with public and stakeholder engagement work.
 SB noted that the team are very aware of the need to create as much opportunity as possible for
anyone interested to get involved in the planning process.
 The process by which pieces of work are contracted out was commented on. Members were
keen to offer support at an early stage. This would add another layer of quality assurance as
well as bringing in wider expertise to these processes. The team outlined the existing process
where project work is agreed at members meetings and a steering group is formed of members
and, occasionally, other experts, to ensure high quality project outputs. The further involvement
of members was welcomed.
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d) Clyde 2020 sub-group update
The contract for the creation of an accessible, plain English guide of the three relevant chapters of
the Assessment has been let to INMARA. The project will be completed by early in the New Year (NB
following this meeting the inception meeting for this project agreed to extend the timetable into
2018 to allow for flexibility and possible link up with the schools programme) and will involve
stakeholder workshops to discuss the evidence and reach consensus.
Other work currently being done by Clyde 2020 includes developing a request to look into a scallop
assessment for the Clyde. There was a meeting in May to discuss this with several UK experts in the
field. The main output from the meeting was that Clyde 2020 should look into the Isle of Man (IoM)
example; a learning exchange with IoM was suggested. An Expression of Interest (EoI) to the Argyll
and Ayrshire FLAG support the work of Clyde 2020 will also be submitted in July. This work has been
discussed by the Clyde 2020 stakeholders. SB emphasised the underlying intention is to enable
better stakeholder relationships and trust.
Discussion:
 It was clarified that the meeting on Scallop stock assessment was not a general meeting for the
Clyde 2020 group, but rather to gather in specialist expertise before identifying and bringing
specific questions to the Clyde 2020 group.
 Discussion around the scallop assessment should include critical habitat as well.
 It was suggested that part of creating the layman’s guide could include identifying local names
for things and places.
SB asked if any Members would like to be involved in the FLAG EoI process. Representatives from
CFA, COAST, Env LINK and SSACN expressed an interest in being involved.
Action (5) - SB to circulate the FLAG EoI to those interested for comments before submission.
4. Members’ updates
West Coast Regional Inshore Fisheries Group (WCRIFG) – Since last meeting the WCRIFG has agreed
a fisheries management plan. This will be a rolling plan to be updated when the WCRIFG meets, with
number of (both local and regional) objectives to achieve over a certain period. The plan can be
found on the WCRIFG website. Arising from last year’s voluntary closure of Loch Sunart, the WCRIFG
have discussed introducing similar scallop measures in other areas on the West Coast, such as effort
control, including night time curfews and restricting the number of days available to fish. The
WCRIFG will produce a report on this which will go to Marine Scotland who are the final arbiters as
to whether or not the measures suggested are put in place. The report will be completed in six or
seven weeks.
British Marine Scotland (BMS) – A lot of work has been done recently around addressing concerns
about training particularly regarding the lack of boat building skills in Scotland. BMS has had talks
with SQA and aim to get a commitment from them that they will make this part of their
qualifications portfolio. They will make this decision in a few weeks.
Royal Yachting Association Scotland (RYAS) - RYAS has responded to the recent Millport flood
scheme consultation and were able to highlight the SLR work to the consultants as well as other
more local information. The plans for this are out now. The Cruising Association had a petition on
the marking of creel buoys; there is anecdotal evidence on the reasons and causes for entanglement,
but it is difficult to pin down exactly what causes this. The RYA will be responding to the LLTNP
partnership plan.
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Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) – As Members are aware, SNH host the CMPP team and have
agreed to extend that arrangement for the duration of plan development. Funding for the CMPP is
currently being discussed with Marine Scotland. Members agreed that this was a suitable and helpful
approach and the CMPP Team and Members noted thanks to SNH for hosting the team.
Scottish Environment LINK – The Sea Scotland conference was held recently and CD drew attention
to the speech made by Cabinet Secretary Roseanna Cunningham at the conference opening. He also
noted some SeaSearch work currently on-going in the Clyde.
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) – Colleagues are currently carrying out surveys on
Clyde sites as part of regular summer season work. Data from the surveys will be reported back
when available. ZC also mentioned the Garnock landscape partnership project currently underway,
which includes aspects of history of the area and training elements. The Scottish Maritime Museum
has been involved. The RSPB is also taking forward biosecurity plans, taking forward learning from
the Shiant Islands work to benefit other seabird populations.
North Ayrshire Council – The Ayrshire growth deal is making the case for significant investment to
the area. Clyde projects include the Ardrossan harbour redevelopment to create a tourism and
leisure hub alongside housing developments. This will be linking with a project focussed on the
coastline of Ayrshire and is based around supporting marine tourism. These business cases are now
with Scottish and UK governments for a decision, which it is hoped will be made towards the end of
the year. One other major piece of work in development is to replicate the NC500 on the Ayrshire
coast, the current working title is the ‘Clyde 100’. The aim is to link all the different sites around
Ayrshire and the islands to create a narrative to tell the story and history of the area. This will be
linked with Dumfries and Galloway through South Ayrshire.
Marine Scotland – WG noted there have been some recent changes to the Marine Scotland Policy
and Planning team; David Pratt is now heading up the team and Paul Haddon will be transferring
over from the aquaculture team. The team continues to support marine planning partnerships.
Orkney will be next region to take forward marine planning. MC is currently working on marine litter
and plastics; legislation is going through to ban microplastics in personal care products.
Scottish Coastal Forum (SCF) – SCF facilitated and ran a meeting of marine planning practitioners
and coastal managers recently. On Friday 18th August SCF will run a session looking at the review of
the National Marine Plan. The MSc student placement is progressing well. Also under the SIMCelt
project, an electronic game is being developed which needs to be played and tested by the end of
the year, RF noted that she was looking for volunteers to participate in this.
Action (6) – RF to forward information on SIMCelt project to SS to circulate to Members
Argyll and Bute Council (A&B) - There is a new board member from Argyll and Bute on the CMPP
(noted above). Argyll and Bute is developing an investment project similar to the Ayrshire Growth
Deal, it is currently in the very early stages of development. The Islands Bill has been published and
there are lots of things to consider within this for the marine plan; this may include extended powers
for local authorities if they choose to take them up. Argyll and Bute view these powers as an
extension of the licensing process. The Argyll and Ayrshire FLAG is now open for projects. There is a
proposed development for a cleaner fish hatchery in Machrihanish, which would provide supply for
most of the West coast aquaculture farms if not all of this area. SAMS recently held a workshop with
HIE and the academic network looking at applying for NERC funding to examine how marine science
can help the stable growth of maritime industries; the geographic area of the project includes the
Clyde; though this project is in the very early stages.
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South Ayrshire Council (SAC) – the council is working closely with Dumfries and Galloway Council on
a tourist route and trying to make plans for Brexit, which could mean an increase in traffic. There are
plans to develop the marina at Ayr and to use commercial opportunities to develop Girvan port. In
addition there are plans to develop interpretation boards for Ailsa Craig and at Girvan; however a
lot of this work depends on the Ayrshire growth deal. The council has prepared a shoreline
management plan which will come out at the end of July or the start of August; this has been based
on flood risk assessment last year. The SAC LDP process will run parallel with CMPP process and the
first phase of that will start in the autumn.
Peel Ports Clydeport – Clydeport remains engaged with Renfrewshire council on the swing bridge
between Renfrew and Yoker. Clydeport also engaged with Glasgow City Council on the planned
bridge between Govan and Partick. A new environment officer with specialist skill on marine data
management has started recently with the organisation.
Clydeplan – SDP2 for Clydeplan is awaiting Ministerial approval. Clydeplan are trying to get the
online ARC GIS system up and running and this will be launched with SDP2. This will be a useful
opportunity for Clydeplan to share experiences with the CMPP for the regional marine plan. As part
of SDP2, Clydeplan looked at flood risk management strategy; this included where there might be
flooding and what type of flooding might happen. The next stage will be to arrange meetings with all
the local authorities with a view to linking up planners and staff working on flood risk. MM has been
coordinating with the CMPP team on setting up an RTPI event to share information on marine
planning using MSP challenge. Date to be confirmed and this event will be open to everyone.
Community of Arran Seabed Trust (COAST) – AB said that COAST is delighted to have Paul on board
as the new Executive Director. COAST has been busy getting signage and interpretation panels in
place around the MPA to increase awareness about the site. Last year COAST bought a site for
development for the marine discovery centre. Phase two of the centre’s development will be
renovation of the building into a site suitable for education purposes with interpretation facilities.
COAST has had a lot of support from the local community, including 300 hours of community time
into clearing the site with further volunteer help lined up over the summer. COAST is continuing its
science support programme with various projects ongoing.
Scottish Sea Angling Conservation Network (SSACN) –SASCN has been continuing with outreach
work in Oban and Ullapool and are continuing to engage with South Ayrshire Council for schools
engagement and working with Dolphin House outdoor education centre. During a recent tagging
event at Culzean, over 100 sharks were tagged, this will add to current data on sharks in the area.
CalMac Ferries Inc. – The organisation is undergoing restructuring at a higher level resulting in
changes in some departments. The current main priority from an environmental perspective is
carbon management and aiming to reduce this. The new terminal at Brodick will be opening soon
and an LPG vessel will be coming into commission next year on this route which will help contribute
to reducing carbon emissions.
Clyde Fishermen’s Association (CFA) – The CFA are organising the ‘Festival of the Sea’, on the 16th
September in Glasgow at the Briggait to raise the visibility of fishing communities. The CFA is also
organising its annual Burns supper in January. Other projects in development include the ‘Casting of
the net’ project which will be focussed on oral history and will be developing education modules.
Following up with cod trials in the Clyde undertaken last year, planning is ongoing for further trials in
March next year. Some new staff are being recruited including a bus driver for a mobile classroom.
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5. Sea-level rise project update
There has been a further delay with publication of the SLR report due to the sensitivity of the work.
FM considered whether the CMPP could issue a press release to work around these issues; however
SNH are still keen to do this. It has now been proposed that the report will be announced as an
exclusive in the Sunday Herald shortly after the launch of the National Coastal Change Assessment
project. Once there is a clear plan for this, information will be circulated to Members so they are
aware. FM attended the European Climate Change Adaptation conference earlier in the month; the
poster on the sea-level rise report presented at the conference was made available for Members to
view at the meeting.
Action (7) – FM to circulate information on the release of the SLR report once this has been
confirmed.
6. CMPP’s role in regard to Marine License applications, and pre-applications
SB updated the Members that since this topic was covered at the last meeting, a briefing paper has
been produced, based on further discussion with MS-LOT. MS-LOT has said that they hope the CMPP
would be able to provide locally relevant information to consultations that would not be available
elsewhere. The Members agreed to the recommendation that the CMPP does not respond to preapplication and marine license consultations until the plan is developed, except in extraordinary
circumstances.
There was consensus that the CMPP can respond to Local Development Plan consultations to direct
organisations to relevant material and objective information. MS-LOT will start sending relevant
applications to the CMPP for information, Members noted that these should be kept track of to
prepare for when the plan is developed.
JB then gave an overview of Peel Ports Clydeports role in regard to licensing. This will be summarised
in a briefing paper and circulated to Members. SB noted that a discussion has also been had with
ABP ports. The have a similar setup as Peel Ports but over smaller areas (Troon and Ayr)
Action (8) - SB to put together a section on the website which collates as much helpful information
for developers as possible.
Action (9) – JB/ BF to forward paper on licensing duties to SS to circulate paper to Members
7. AOB
 SB gave an overview of the Wellbeing work carried out by Dr Tim Stojanovic and partners and
shared with the Members. There was consensus that this is an interesting and useful piece of
work. Members agreed to use mapping in the paper provided to guide locations for engagement
work. It was also noted that this work will help inform associated assessments, such as the SEA
and EQIA and other aspects of plan development and should be considered in line with the work
streams. There is also the possibility that the information could inform socio-economic
objectives. Although wellbeing should be a consideration in developing policies for the regional
marine plan, Members did not think it would be useful to progress this work at this time as there
are other priorities to deal with in the first 18 months of plan development. It was noted that
the Welsh national marine plan follows closely the Welsh Wellbeing Act and this process has
seen health and wellbeing as a defining factor. This process should be examined to see how a
Clyde Regional Marine Plan could incorporate this. Members thanked Dr Stojanovic for his time
on developing the paper.
 FM indicated to Members that it is a requirement of the Direction to have agreement on the link
between the CMPP and Public Authorities on how the CMPP will lead on carrying out the
delegated functions in relation to regional marine planning. FM suggested that a Memorandum
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of Understanding could be drawn up between the CMPP and the Public Authorities to state the
mechanism and practicalities around this. Public Authority representatives at the meeting noted
that it may take some time to pass a MoU through committee processes. FM agreed to prepare
a briefing paper on this to be agreed at the next Members’ meeting to simplify the process. She
also informed Members that a letter will be sent to neighbouring administrations to notify them
that the CMPP is developing a regional marine plan.
Action (10) – SB to write to Dr Stojanovic to thank him for his work and to update him on
discussions today
Action (11) – FM to prepare an agreement between CMPP and Public authorities circulate for
agreement at the next Members meetings




SB updated Members that she attended an Historic Environment Scotland event on IG’s behalf,
and this opened communication with this organisation on their involvement in the plan
development. Their areas of concern at this stage are fragile historical features and properties at
coastal sites.
SB informed Members that the application to MASTS for a grant for schools work as successful
and she is currently in communication with three schools to begin this work.

Action (12) SB to update members regarding schools programme at the next meeting
There was no other business to be discussed, and the meeting was closed.
8. Summary of action points
Reference
06/07/06/2016
01/27/06/2017
02/27/06/2017
03/27/06/2017
04/27/06/2017
05/27/06/2017
06/27/06/2017
07/27/06/2017
08/27/06/2017

09/27/06/2017
10/27/06/2017
11/27/06/2017
12/27/06/2017

Summary
Coordinate with Local Authority planners to get more information on
their engagement and consultation experiences and share contacts lists.
Move forward with developing work plan for policy development groups
Progress socio-economic study and report to next meeting
Assist with proof reading the Assessment
Organise a date for running a longer MSP challenge for Members
Circulate the FLAG EoI and job specification to those interested for
comments before submission.
Forward information on SIMCelt to SS to circulate to Members
Circulate information on the release of the SLR report once this has been
finalised.
Put together a page on the website to collate all the relevant information
on licensing

Lead and status
FM, SB, SS & IG.
Ongoing.
Team
KY
Clydeplan
SS
SB

Forward paper on licensing duties to SS to circulate paper to Members
Write to Dr. Stonjanovic to thank him for his work and to update him on
discussions today.
Prepare an agreement between CMPP and Public authorities on a page
together and circulate for agreement at the next Members meetings.
Update members regarding schools programme at the next meeting

JB/BF & SS
SB

RF
FM
SB

FM
SB

Summary of discussion points agreed
 Members approved proposed approach for developing work streams, workshops and
subgroups to develop draft policy.
 Members approved recommendation to not respond to any pre-applications or marine
licence applications until the plan is developed except in extraordinary circumstances.
 At the start of any tendering process staff to inform Members and ask who wants to be part
of a project specific steering group.
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Members agreed that SNH hosting the team was a suitable and helpful approach and the
CMPP Team and Members noted thanks to SNH for doing so.
Members agreed to use mapping in the Wellbeing paper provided to guide locations for
engagement work and to use this work to inform socio-economic objectives as well as other
aspects of plan development, but that this work is not a priority in the shorter term.
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